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BASICS
1

How long should a CV be?
As a general rule undergraduate and master's CV’s should not be longer
than 1 A4 page. This is the standard format, and you are highly advised to
adhere to it, unless explicitly specified by the institution/company.

2 What font should I use?

Sans serif fonts, like Arial, can make your CV look clean, neat and most
importantly readable. Use a font size between 10 and 12. Avoid unusual
fonts; they have the effect of making the reader focus on the font rather than
the content.

3 Should I include a photo?

No, you should not. Modern CV standards do not require a photo to be
included.

4

Should I send my CV as a Word document or a PDF?

5

Should I use different colors on my CV?

Send a PDF version if possible, unless otherwise specified. A PDF will look
the\ same on any computer, whereas sometimes a Word document might
look different (overflowing to three pages for example) depending on the
software version.

We recommend black ink on white paper as standard. Using more exciting
colors will certainly make you stand out, but perhaps not in a positive way
unless you are applying for a creative or design role.
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STRUCTURE

A

B

C

D

EDUCATION
You should give most
prominence to the part of
your education that is most
relevant to the job you are
applying for. Usually, this is
your most recent education,
but you can emphasize an
earlier qualification if it is
more relevant, as well as
specific modules or projects.

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Work experience is everything
from full-time positions and
internships, voluntary/unpaid
work, part-time jobs, and
entrepreneurial activities. All of
these can be directly relevant to
a role. Employers are interested
in the transferable skills you
have developed and so it is your
job to decide how relevant each
experience is to your application
and to highlight this

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This is an important section where recruiters look for evidence of what you
have achieved outside of your studies and work experience. It enables you
to identify things that really interest or motivate you. It may also indicate
what your values are, aspects of your personality and the transferable skills
you have developed. It is better to include one or two things which you are
really involved with and can describe fully.

IT SKILLS / LANGUAGES
Towards the end of your CV, you can detail your familiarity with
relevant packages, programming languages, operating systems,
web design software and anything else listed on the job
description and person specification.
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LANGUAGE
Language

The way you write about your experiences is nearly as important as the
activities themselves. Write confidently about your achievements using
professional, proactive and positive language. However, avoid using
jargon that cannot be clearly understood and if you use any
abbreviations you should explain them.
Professional, proactive and positive language gives the reader the
impression that you make things happen and that you are in control. It
highlights the fact that you have analyzed the competencies required
and your own experiences, and identified a match

Examples of proactive language:
Research:
• analyzed • investigated • determined • experimented • surveyed • solved

Leadership:
• coordinated • implemented • established • managed • led • directed
• supervised • delegated • coached • allocated

Achievements:
• promoted • launched • developed • redefined • simplified • persevered • enhanced
• accelerated • improved • produced • secured • increased

Taking initiative:
• initiated • created • designed • established • launched • set up • conceived •
implemented

Organization:
• streamlined • scheduled • encouraged • expanded • resolved • budgeted •
(re)organized • prepared • administered

Communication:
• trained • negotiated • consulted • presented
• persuaded • interacted • advised • collaborated
• facilitated • mediated • consulted • liaised
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TIPS & TRCIKS
1

Top tips: presenting your experience
• Remember that depending on your level of education
(Undergraduate/Masters) your focus should be on different things.
If you are still completing your bachelors although still important,
work experience should not be the main focus of your CV
• Your CV should direct the employer to the skills and experience
they have asked for. If you can demonstrate the skills you have
acquired and apply them to the role you are applying for, then any
experience can be of interest. Don’t underestimate yourself.
• Your CV may form the framework of your interview. Be
comfortable with what you have written and be prepared to
elaborate and talk enthusiastically about anything on your CV.
• Be clear about your individual contributions to the achievements
you list and be ready to explain them at interview.
• Avoid obscure abbreviations, jargon or slang.
• Try to quantify successes with facts and figures – “scored in top
5 per cent”, “increased sales by £x”, “managed a team of five
staff”.
• Remember not to misrepresent any information – employers can
revoke an interview or offer if you do.
• Work & Travel is not considered work experience in the eyes of
professional employers. They fully understand the need to finance
your studies but will heavily discount those experiences.
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TIPS & TRCIKS
2

Writing a winning CV
• Be concise and ensure your information has an impact.
• Keep it simple and clear – you can always elaborate at the
interview.
• Analyze the job description – read it and identify which relevant
skills, experience, and competencies you have or consider other
experiences that could be appropriate.
• If you have any gaps in your experience, for example through a
career break or travelling, explain it on your application.
• Academic and professional qualifications should flow in a logical
order.
• Check your CV including spelling and get a friend or family member
to read through before submitting if it helps.

